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14 years experience developing embedded Linux and real 
time operating systems devices as system architect. Delivery of 
complete development solutions (Information system, 
methodology, development and communication tools). 

 

 
 

 
 

System Architect, Manager, Open Source Expert 
 
Summary:  
 
From 1988 to 1996, leading participation, as an architect, to the realization of the ChorusOs® Operating 
System <www.jaluna.com>. 
 
From 1996 to 1999, project leader then architect of the embedded systems devices activities within 
the telecom department of the Canon CRF research center. 
 
Since 1999, manager of software development team inside the newly created Canon CRF product 
development entity (<http://www.crf.canon.fr/> ). 
 
Details : 
 
2002: - Product specification of a device for personal digital photos storage on CDROM. Analysis of 

various CDROM format (ISO, VCD, and UDF) and associated burning/authoring tools. 
Assessment of possible software suppliers for CRF internal projects. 

 
2001: - Enhancement of the design and specifications and of the prototype for  the « ADSL Home 

Wireless Gateway » as the outcome of the creation of a new Canon  European entity in charge 
of business development (Marketing and Business Managers).  Additional developments for 
Canon digital camera connection and automatic photo download via USB. Support for direct 
printing on Canon printers. Addition of a WEB interface to pilot a personal digital photo 
database (apache, MySql, php4). Delivery of the final prototype including support for direct 
photo visualization on TV. 

 
2000: - Manager of product development group. Definition of the methodology for product 

development. Selection and installation of the associated tools (document management system 
(storage, validation, retrieval), configuration management, bug management). Finalization of 
existing product development. Specification and realization of the first prototype of an 
« ADSL Home Wireless Gateway » using an embedded Linux system and   802.11b wireless 
card. 

 
1999: - Specification then supervision of the realization and deployment of a set of reusable software 

components dedicated to the design of embedded real time applications controlled via a Web 
interface (RTEMS (<http://www.oarcorp.com>), TCP/IP stack, embedded FTP and WEB 
servers (< http://www.goahead.com/webserver/webserver.htm>). 

 



          - Ports of Linux on various hardware platforms and various processors (PowerPc, Intel),  
          - Evaluation of integrated development environment suitable for UML modeling,  
 
1998:  - Architect of the embedded systems devices activities within Canon CRF,  

- Deployment of Intranet solutions to support and enhance the communication and synergy 
between internal CRF projects (local News and Web servers)  
- Selection of software converters to translate towards HTML 3.2 different types of 
documents used inside Canon CRF (Word, Powerpoint, Excel, Latex),  
- Installation of a centralized network backup solution (Hexabytes hardware, Time Navigator 
software),  
- Design of a development methodology suitable for Canon CRF projects, 
- Implementation of the ChorusOs part of a graphic interface to control the network card 
mentioned below (TCP/IP bottom driver on a proprietary PCI/PCI bridge)  

 
1997: - Installation of ChorusOs dedicated development tools (compiler, debugger, configuration 

management tool, sources browsers and documentation management) at Canon CRF, 
- Responsible of the developments coordination between two distinct Canon CRF projects 
around ChorusOs, 
- Port of ChorusOs on a proprietary network card based upon one Intel processor and ATM 
and DS-link interfaces. Tailored ChorusOs to operate using Flash, 
- Study of the necessary modifications of ChorusOs IPC internals to have a distributed IPC 
supporting multiple transport protocols (native ATM, TCP/IP)  
 

1996: - Management of the STREAM ESPRIT III project aiming to develop a technology of real 
time binary products suitable for the major players in European telecommunications 
(ALCATEL, SIEMENS, PHILIPS, AMD, and MATRA MHS).  
- Coordination of the specifications of partners needs, 
- Redaction of functional and detailed design of the interrupts management and of its interface 
with the executive. Implementation on ix86 for Stream V1.1, 
- Development of Stream V1.2 on Motorola cards based upon 68040 and 68360 processors.  
- Specification and development of a compatible while reduced version of ChorusOs with the 
objective of reducing memory requirements (80K -> 15K), 

 
1992/94: - Realization of an enhanced development environment including symbolic debugging of 

ChorusOs programs. Modification of the executive to include the needed support for the new 
debugging functionalities, 
- Improvement of the performances of the ChorusOs r5 executive: interruption latency, 
context switch timing and preemption latency, 

 
 
1992/98: - Promoted to maintainer of the ChorusOs micro-kernel executive,  

- Modification of the various ChorusOs software components required by the C++ evolution, 
- Specification of an internal programming standard for C++, 

 - Specification of a binary product based upon the ChorusOs technology, 
- Study of the real times operating system market and search of the industrial partners for the 
diffusion of a binary product, 
- Various custom modifications of the ChorusOs operating system to meet customer 
requirements and porting to customer target hardware, 

 



 
RELATED EXPERIENCES 

 
 

Pedagogy 
- From 1991 to 1996, realization of teaching supports and animation the corresponding C++ 
course for the ORSYS Company,  
- 1988: Taught C programming course for a company that specializes in training 
courses,  
- 1986: Computer course at ENSMIN (Pascal and Algorithmie). 
 

 
Publications 
 «Lessons learned implementing a real time Operating System in C++» 
 European C++ User Group. Winter conference 1991 
 
 «STREAM-v2 Kernel Architecture and API Specification» 
 ESPRIT III public technical report. March 1996 (cf <http://www.sun.com/chorusos>) 
 
 

TRAINING 
Initial: 
 
1984/87:  National Engineering School of “Mines de Nancy” 
 
Professional:  
 
1993:  Training to project management (Learning Tree)  
1994:  Training to meetings efficiency (Both)  
1996:  Training to object oriented modeling OMT/UML (Softeam)  
1997:  Training to the techniques related to patent filling (Santarelli Cabinet)  
1998:  Training to the Microsoft Project management tool  
1999:  Training to CORBA 2.2 with implementation in C++ 
 
 

LANGUAGES 
 
English:   Very good written and oral level. Realization of course and conferences in English.          

Holder of “First Certificate of Cambridge” diploma.  
 
German:  Good written and oral level.  

Holder of “Zertifikat Deutsch als Fremdsprache“ (Goethe Institut) diploma. 
 
 

 OTHER ACTIVITIES 
 
Sport:  Tennis in competition (best ranking 15/2),  

Volleyball, Diving (1st International level),  
 
Leisure:  Fishing, Bridge, Bird Watching, and Guitar. 


